MAXIMIZING
TIME ON
TASK
Practical Ideas for Improving Your
Sports Practices
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IMPROVING COACH INSTRUCTION
A coach can impact Active Learning Time positively by using these strategies to maximize the time on
task of their athletes.
Outline expectations for what you want your practice to look like to your athletes.
Teach signals and routines, and their meanings.
Provide specific and brief feedback.
Teach the drill, then the skill, rather than both at the same time.
Model a high standard, and the expectations you want your athletes to follow.
Ask specific questions directly to an athlete rather than asking for general participation.
When behavior expectations are not being met, use specific names, rather than generalizing.
Communicate before and after practice any management information unrelated to the actual practice.
Use prompts and hustles to encourage quick transitions between activities.
Positively pinpoint the behaviors that you want other athletes to model.
Use proximity control to keep athletes on task.
Selectively ignore off task behaviors that are "one off" actions and intervene with off task behaviors that are being
repeated.
Use athletes to collect and disperse equipment.
Conduct off court discussions through team meetings or video sessions, that encourage critical thinking and problem
solving.
Avoid physical punishments, especially for the whole team as this takes everyone off task.
Avoid lecturing in practice.
If one or two players are making a mistake correct, them while the group carries on. If the whole team is making a
mistake, correct the whole group.
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CREATING OPTIMAL
CHALLENGE
If an activity is too hard or too easy than your athletes are
more likely to be off task. To maximize the time on task of
your athletes design activities that do not cause your
athletes to "give up" if it is too hard or to be "bored" if it is too
easy.
Hard first instruction gives you an immediate idea of the athlete's needs.
Don't use a progression if the majority of athletes don't require it.
Once a skill or activity is learned add "layers of challenge" to increase the
"struggle" for their learning.
Coach to the majority of athlete's needs, not to the minority of athlete's needs.
Small-sided games provide the best opportunity to create an optimal
challenge as different layers can always be added.
Block practice is OK early in the learning process.
Guidance (Pylons, tape or training devices) should be removed after initial
concepts are learned.
The majority of your practice activities should employ random practice
concepts.
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PREPARATION
A coach is in control of the majority of the factors that help maximize time on task. By planning practice
with time on task and active learning time in mind coaching effectiveness can be improved.
Plan activities that players like or will value.
Avoid slow downs and breaks, and plan for quick transitions between activities.
Minimize the amount of waiting in lines by using subgroups and all available resources.
Use your assistant coaches and managers.
Learning is messy, do not try to make it perfectly organized.
Secure sufficient supplies and equipment so athletes don't wait.
Plan warm-up/cool-down activities outside of the scheduled practice time.
Reduce the number of times it is necessary to reform groups.
Set up and know the next drill before you end the last drill.
Position your athletes for demonstrations and instruction to maximize their focus.
Use simple game-like activities as they involve less organization.
Empower your players to be involved in setup, takedown, group formulations and instant activities.
Involve all athletes in all activities.
Avoid elimination games or long periods of athletes being not involved in an activity.
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I believe smart coaches and
players who want to improve
MUST use their time efficiently
and effectively.
Learn more about how to coach
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